Markets expand and contract. Projects continue growing more ambitious - bolder architecture and engineering, new materials with complex implementation and transport giving rise to increased contract values. While superior execution of these elaborate projects reduces the potential for claims and disputes, it is also key to a project's financial success.

The Driving Project Success seminar engages participants to evaluate options for improving financial performance on projects. Participants are challenged by the same issues they face on the job – tasked to build a project without all the tools or information needed to get the project done.

**Focal Points**

- The only constant is change – companies must evolve faster than their competitors
- Introduction to productivity tracking & evaluation methods
- Recognize the leverage of improved field productivity on project and company profitability
- Realize the significant impact of planning & communication on field productivity
- Evaluate impact of rework on productivity & project performance
- Best practices for motivating teams & individuals
- Influence of BIM for planning & communication improvement
- Impact of prefabrication on project performance

This course is a highly interactive workshop geared towards developing the skills needed to improve project execution and profit maximizing strategies. Participants exercises focusing on project execution awareness, planning and measurement.

Providing a practical demonstration the instructor will highlight the effects of sound leadership practices, the importance of teamwork and the paradigm shift in motivational tactics that can lead to improved financial results.